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Written submission from The Packaging Recycling Group Scotland (PRGS) 

Introduction 

The Packaging Recycling Group Scotland (PRGS) is an umbrella group of trade 
bodies and individual companies embracing soft drinks including mineral water, 
alcoholic drinks, large and small retailers, wholesalers, manufacturers of plastic and 
glass bottles and cans, hospitality, recycling operations and packaging. 

Members are keen to encourage recycling and litter reduction. We agree that 
recycling rates need to rise and would recommend development of a holistic 
approach to waste and litter rather a piecemeal patchwork of differing schemes and 
infrastructures.  PRGS members have significant concerns over the possible 
development of a deposit return scheme (DRS) in Scotland.  

All members believe that expansion of Scotland’s kerbside collection is preferable to 
building a new waste collection infrastructure with the costs and disruption that would 
introduce. Some have expressed concerns about how quickly recycling rates can 
grow without greater effort and investment being made. PRGS members are happy 
to discuss with the Scottish Government ways in which the Household Recycling 
Charter can be further developed to encourage an uplift in recycling.   

A DRS would: 

• Disadvantage vulnerable consumers and greatly inconvenience individuals 
that are increasingly using kerbside collections 

• Bring enormous practical difficulties and costs and threaten sales for retailers 
– large and small 

• Increase the number of stock lines held by drinks manufacturers and 
wholesalers thereby increasing costs and reducing efficiency of Scottish operations 

• Create a new costly waste infrastructure not necessarily best suited to 
Scotland’s needs 

• Hive off valuable products from local authority kerbside collections and 
recycling thereby undermining the Government’s Household Recycling Charter 

• Increase road trips by consumers returning containers and the collecting of 
deposit bearing items with consequent negative environmental impact from 
increased carbon emissions 

• Have no influence on the few individuals who litter, while encouraging the 
overturning of bins by those searching for deposit bearing items. 

Campaigners, despite admitting no system found overseas is suitable for Scotland, 
dismiss as of little concern the considerable negative impacts a DRS would place on 
Scottish consumers, businesses and local authorities. PRGS hopes the sub-group, 
environment committee and Scottish Government will recognise and give weight to 
these very real local concerns when considering all the issues around DRS.  
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PRGS therefore welcomes this opportunity to cut through some of the headlines 
suggesting a DRS is the panacea to stopping littering and to encouraging recycling.  

 Consumers  

A DRS would punish the less able and others who depend on online deliveries. 
Waste regulations bar products caught by a DRS being returned in delivery vans. 
Environmental consultants Environmental Resources Management estimated that 
unredeemed deposits would cost Scottish consumers £87m a year. Experience from 
overseas shows that in initial periods 30% plus of deposits are not claimed. 

Consumers have consistently rejected a DRS. A survey of supermarket shoppers in 
2015 found: 

• 76% disliked or strongly disliked the idea of having to pay more upfront 

• 67% believed it would increase household cost of living 

• Only between 8% and 16% said they would recycle more using a DRS 

• 73% would continue to use council recycling services instead of a DRS 

• Over 90% said it would be less convenient than kerbside collection  

In March 2017 local shopkeepers and their customers were asked for their 
comments through focus groups and survey: 

• 70% of consumers preferred kerbside collections over a DRS 

• Only 9% thought a DRS would make them recycle more 

• The need for a holistic approach was reinforced as 37% said they would 
recycle more if more packaging was recyclable, and 35% if recycling labelling was 
clearer.  

Kerbside collections: favoured by householders, benefitting local authorities  

Kerbside recycling is already working well in Scotland. In FY2014/15 the percentage 
of Scottish local authorities collecting glass was 81%; plastic bottles, 97%; and cans, 
100%.  

• Almost 6 in every 10 drinks containers are already being recycled.   

• This gives Scotland an existing base to build upon through further growth in 
kerbside collections encouraged by the Household Recycling Charter without 
creating an expensive new infrastructure. 

• Consumers would find the simplicity of kerbside collections replaced with 
inconvenience and possibly queues. One large retailer calculates each of its Scottish 
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stores would need to handle one item every four seconds every hour of every day if 
80% of the bottles and cans it sells were returned. 

• A DRS is likely to reduce local authority income from recycling, but it will not 
reduce operating costs. Kerbside collections for other goods would continue.  Valpak 
estimates there could be an £8.9m loss of material value to Scottish local authorities.  

• This contrasts with a claim in a Eunomia 2015 report that a DRS would bring 
a reduction in kerbside costs of £4.6m. 

• The Local Authority Recycling Advisory Committee said in April 2017 it ‘would 
not want to see deposits introduced on plastic bottles that removed them from 
council collection schemes’. 

• Oregon, one of the first places to introduce deposits, has seen its return rate 
fall to 64% in 2015 as it has stepped up kerbside collections. 

Retailers  

Retailers and wholesalers would be particularly impacted by a DRS. Handling 
returns or installing machines to receive returned items reduces shelf space or 
storage capacity threatening sales. Hygiene concerns and the impact of waste 
regulation for food shops and delivery vans further reduces store viability. The 
impact affects retailers of all sizes, but is especially acute for smaller stores serving 
local communities. 

• The Scottish Retail Consortium believes shops will see an annual fall in sales 
from reduced shelf space of £25,000 - £35,000. Reduced sales threatens 
employment. Greater costs and less sales space for retailers will impact negatively 
on sales by wholesalers. 

• Handling and storage of returns causes problems. A small store opt out, as 
put forward by DRS campaigners, could lead to a further fall in sales as consumers 
take returns elsewhere, yet many small shops have no space to handle and/or store 
returns. 

• There are hygiene concerns also. Retailers recall the mess attached to glass 
bottles returned under previous schemes. Those with more recent experience of the 
now ended Barr’s return scheme also refer to the unhygienic state of many returns 
and the problems this causes for a convenience store serving fresh food. 

• In Germany, customers changed behaviour, driving to shop at larger stores 
further undermining local shops and increasing Co2. Research in March 2017 for the 
Scottish Grocers Federation confirms this would be the likely impact in Scotland too, 
with 51% of customers saying they would return bottles and cans to supermarkets.  

Waste Regulations 

A DRS is not compatible with Waste Regulations resulting in any scheme having a 
major impact for wholesalers, retailers, and consumers that rely on home delivery of 
groceries. Returned items could not be mixed with food deliveries, whether online 
deliveries to homes or movement between store and depot. 
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The recovery and disposal of waste (including used drinks containers) requires a 
permit under the EU Waste Framework Directive. Members States can allow 
exemptions from the need for a permit, providing general rules are laid down for 
each type of exempt activity, and operators register their activity with the relevant 
registration authority. The Waste Management Licensing (Scotland) Regulations 
2011 do not allow for such an exemption. Should it prove possible to introduce an 
exemption, this could only occur if the mixing of empty containers with food 
deliveries would not create a health risk. Additional concerns would then arise 
around security and record keeping of van drivers carrying cash and credit notes, 
and the manual handling of waste by personnel in the course of delivering fresh 
food. 

One business involved in food and drink retail and distribution has observed the 
concept of a DRS undermines food distribution industry basics. 

• A company carrying waste other than its own waste is classified as a waste 
carrier. This requires a SEPA licence. Waste transfer notes for each collection need 
to be prepared and, if required, destruction certificates have to be produced for the 
waste. It would also have to have its site registered as a waste storage facility. 

• A food distributor would not be able to carry food for human consumption 
along with waste product. No matter how it was packaged contamination would 
always be a risk to public health. 

• Common delivery processes are multi drop operations so waste collections 
could only happen by re-routing vehicles after delivery. This would clearly impact on 
driver hours, additional vehicle emissions, running costs etc. As some companies 
already recover cages/crates etc. for re-use limited space would be available in 
existing vehicles for items caught under any DRS arrangement. 

• Setup costs would be substantial not only in creating a holding area for the 
returns but the costs of containers and container management. 

Producer costs 

• Manufacturers will need Scotland only labelled products requiring changes to 
75% of branded products and nearly 100% of own brand supermarket products  

• Set up and first year running costs across Scotland’s soft drinks market could 
exceed £90m. Annual running costs across the industry have been estimated to be 
up to £74m.  

• If alcoholic drinks and milk are subject to a DRS as well, the costs would be 
much higher.  

• Fraud has proved to be an issue where deposits are levied. California has 
been targeted with many examples of cross-border fraud. Plastic container returns 
were 104% of sales as people redeemed containers bought in neighbouring States. 
Fraud cost California $14m over two years up to 2013. To bring a lorry from England 
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would cost £400, but that could carry cans worth over £30,000 of potential fraudulent 
deposits. 

DRS – a costly experiment for Scotland  

Consumers are likely to see prices rise.  

• Considerable infrastructure costs to establish a Scottish scheme will be 
involved 

• Eunomia in 2015 suggested that 2,700 Reverse Vending Machines (RVM) 
would be needed in Scotland, costing £86.4m 

• Retailers that have trialled RVMs believe installing a machine could be as 
much as £100,000 per machine, three times higher than Eunomia allowed in 
assessing costs to Scotland 

• The Scottish Retail Consortium estimates that a DRS would bring a 5% 
increase to the average basket of goods 

• The Norwegian RVM company funding the campaign for a DRS in Scotland 
sees the opportunity as a high margin business. Presumably, paid for by Scottish 
consumers.  

Scottish Experience 

• The rise in kerbside recycling led AG Barr to stop its bottle deposit scheme in 
2015. The simplicity of kerbside recycling, together with expansion of materials 
collected, over the inconvenience of returns drove a fall in returns to around one in 
two bottles in 2015 from 65% five years earlier. 

• A major retailer trialled RVMs in the car parks of 100 stores (including 
Scotland).  Car parks were used because of lack of space in-store.  Maintenance 
costs rose dramatically, machines were filled with items that were not part of the 
scheme, and infestation by insects and vermin was a problem.  

• A Heriot Watt University DRS closed site trial in 2013 saw poor return rates. 
The best return rates were 38% at the only cash deposit site. Only 11% of trial users 
claimed to recycle more bottles, and only 2% more cans.  

Maybe for others, but not right for Scotland  

Different countries take different approaches to encouraging recycling and reducing 
litter. While some require consumers to pay an upfront deposit on bottles and cans, 
usually because kerbside recycling of the type found widely across Scotland is not 
available, ten European countries (Ireland, N Ireland, Switzerland, Croatia, Belgium, 
Czech Republic, France, Malta, and Poland) have recently considered a DRS and 
rejected the concept. PRGS believes that a DRS is not appropriate for Scotland 
either. Even DRS supporters admit no overseas scheme works so well it could be 
‘cut and pasted’ into Scotland.  
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Sweden Only 30% of Swedish households enjoy kerbside collections. In Scotland 
more than 80% of households benefit from collections. Sweden has run a DRS for 
30 years, yet it still has to spend over a £1m a year to advertise the scheme or 
returns drop off. It also had to increase in 2011 fines levied on littering. The return 
rates for smaller ‘on the go’ bottles (77% in 2014) is much lower than larger sizes 
generally used at home (91%). 

Norway Scotland already enjoys similar overall recycling rates as Norway despite the 
latter imposing a DRS. 

Germany Only Germany has imposed a DRS on a national kerbside scheme. It has 
brought considerable costs, in excess of €1billion, and high ongoing costs.  

Ireland has rejected a DRS. A 2012 report for the Irish Government said a DRS 
would replicate existing systems of collection and therefore increase collection costs.  
Other concerns included high administrative costs and complexities of country 
specific labelling to avoid fraudulent cross-border redemptions. These are concerns 
for Scotland also. Other European countries have concerns over implementation 
costs exceeding benefits, increasing production costs and doubts over impact on 
littering. 

Delaware 1979 deposit law, repealed in 2010 in favour of a ‘universal recycling 
programme’. 

Hawaii DRS introduced to a market where no product return already existed. Return 
rates are falling, down to 68% in 2015 from 73% in 2012. 

Conclusions on DRS 

PRGS does not support the introduction of a DRS in Scotland. We do believe that a 
holistic approach to waste, recycling and addressing litter that builds on existing 
mechanisms rather than introducing expensive new infrastructure is the way forward. 

• Experience shows individuals are more likely to favour the convenience of 
kerbside collection over walking past their bins to return items to a shop. Consumers 
do not support upfront charges. 

• Retailers will see shelf and storage space reduced cutting sales opportunities 
and possibly impacting on employment. 

• Enhanced kerbside collection, especially in areas where existing recycling 
rates are low, could dramatically improve Scottish recycling rates. PRGS is 
supportive of the Household Recycling Charter and willing to discuss with the 
Scottish Government ways of working collaboratively at national or local level to build 
on existing Charter success. 

• Manufacturers’ costs will rise through higher stocks levels and increased 
administration. 

• Profits for RVM suppliers together with DRS infrastructure costs are likely to 
lead to increased prices for consumers. 
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• Fraud and hygiene concerns threaten to undermine any scheme. Current 
Waste Regulations do not sit comfortably with a simple DRS as advocated by 
campaigners. 

PRGS agrees that more must be done to encourage recycling and tackle littering. 
Below are set out in brief some actions PRGS members are engaged in. Fuller 
details can be supplied on request. 

Tackling litter and encouraging recycling 

A Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB) survey in 2016 found just 5% of litter items were 
bottles and cans indicating that a holistic behavioural change approach is needed, 
not a DRS that would hit only a small proportion of litter. Most bottles and cans 
consumed away from home are sold through on-trade hospitality rather than retail 
outlets.  The 2011 increase in fines on littering of food and drink items in Sweden 
shows there are doubts on the impact a DRS has on littering behaviour. It would 
have no impact on other types of litter.  

Reducing litter   

‘GiveYourLitterALift’.  There is no place for litter in Scotland.  Behavioural change 
among those who drop litter is needed. Soft drinks companies within PRGS have 
committed to fund over the next two years a KSB campaign aimed at reducing 
roadside litter by encouraging road users and others to take litter home. Soft drinks 
firms, local authorities and road maintenance operators along with KSB are involved. 
Signage and messaging, along with an assessment of impact will help shape 
thoughts on how to change littering behaviours going forward.  
http://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/roadside-litter/ 

Neat Streets project Based in Edinburgh’s Grassmarket this summer 2016 project 
sought to influence littering behaviours by nudging people to dispose their waste 
correctly.  It aimed to increase civic pride and reduce litter. Black bins were 
transformed with bright colours, voting bins were installed for cigarette and other 
litter and dark alleyways adorned with fluorescent eyes to deter anti-social 
behaviour. PRGS members from soft drinks companies and the packaging and 
plastics sectors were among the core funders working with environmental charity 
Hubbub, Edinburgh City Council and the Greater Grassmarket Business 
Improvement District (BID).  

There was a 24 per cent increase in brightly wrapped bin use and a reduction in 
cigarette litter following the installation of ‘vote with your butt’ bins. There was an 
immediate, short term impact from banners, lamppost wraps and planters, but more 
understanding of long term impact is needed. Edinburgh City Council is using 
learnings in its ‘Our Edinburgh’ anti-littering project in 2017.  
https://tinyurl.com/htjjxq9 

Encouraging recycling 

Every Can Counts  Drink cans are endlessly recyclable. Once collected they can be 
recycled into new drinks cans in as little as 60 days. Every Can Counts (ECC) is a 
partnership between drink can manufacturers and the recycling industry. It is a 
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behaviour change programme which aims to encourage more recycling at work, at 
college/university, at an event or festival or while ‘on the go’.  ECC provides 
businesses and events with guidance and all the resources needed to boost 
recycling for free. It has allocated funding to expand ECC in Scotland in 2017. 
http://www.everycancounts.co.uk. 

MetalMatters (MM) is a proven behaviour change programme that supports local 
authority kerbside collections. Typically the programmes are jointly funded by MM 
funding partners and local authorities and waste management companies. The value 
of the additional metal packaging collected benefits local authorities and waste 
management partners giving a return on investment in only a few months. A typical 
campaign includes two leaflets sent to every household in a local authority area, with 
additional communications activity to reinforce the message. MM has worked with 
Glasgow City Council, Aberdeen City, Aberdeenshire, North Ayrshire, South Ayrshire 
and East Ayrshire resulting in increased recycling rates in all cases. 
http://metalmatters.org.uk/ 

The British Plastics Federation Recycling Group launched a new strategy in April 
2017 to improve plastic recycling in the UK through industry-led initiatives and 
regulation. The strategy aims to encourage the development of the UK plastic 
recycling industry and keep valuable plastic material in the UK for use by the 
manufacturing sector. It calls for standards for all grades of plastic feedstock for the 
UK or export market to create high quality material for recyclers. The strategy 
proposes that demand for recycled products is created through public procurement 
and by large businesses. https://tinyurl.com/kzm2zql 

Plastics Industry Recycling Action Plan (PIRAP) is an industry action plan set up in 
2015 to increase the recycling of plastic packaging. Among other achievements 
there has been an increase in the amount plastic items collected, including trays and 
tubs. http://www.bpf.co.uk/topics/pirap.aspx 

Pledge4Plastics is the national plastics recycling initiative which aims to boost plastic 
recycling in the UK and achieve real behaviour change through consistent and 
simple messages. http://www.pledge4plastics.co.uk/ 

Product design  As technology changes and more products can be recycled the 
packaging industry continues to update its guidelines to help manufacturers that wish 
to make their packaging more recyclable. Recycling of Used Plastics (RECOUP) has 
just updated its guidance to designers. The aim is to encourage and increase plastic 
recycling leading to improved quality of products made from recycled material by 
encouraging product designers to consider the recyclability of their plastic pack 
during the design stage. http://www.recoup.org/p/130/recyclability-by-design  

Other activity 

On-pack design For consumers wishing to increase recycling uncertainty over which 
products can be recycled can be a barrier. To help increase consumer information 
and guidance, in February 2017, the umbrella group On-Pack Recycling Label 
launched new recycling labelling. The information carried on-pack indicates the 
extent local authorities recycle particular items, drawing on local authority input of 
what items they collect and recycle. http://www.oprl.org.uk/  
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Keep your cap on A separate awareness raising initiative in the campaign to 
encourage recycling is the message from aluminium producers to replace the cap on 
bottles when recycling. Similar messages to consumers are also issued by the 
plastics industry. https://tinyurl.com/n3z9cfw  

Campbell Evans 

PRGS consultant 

https://tinyurl.com/n3z9cfw

